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Narrative Summaries of Field Seasons on Machias Seal Island 

 

From 1997 through 2008, an annual report was printed, including a narrative account and 

extensive, annually-updated data summaries in tables and graphs. From 2009, the data 

on the website were updated regularly, but no formal report was printed. Narrative 

summaries of each season are presented here, somewhat condensed and edited from 

their original versions. 

 

It is important to note that the most reliable source of data is the tables and 

graphs, NOT these summaries, which were prepared to a deadline for formal 

reporting, sometimes before the season's data were fully compiled and checked. 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                         Figure 1. Aerial view of Machias Seal Island (photo by Kevin Kelly).  
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Summary of 2011 Field Season (Kevin Kelly) 

This summer was the second summer of work on a Master’s project for Kevin Kelly, 

working with Becky Holberton and building off her work in past years on alcid condition. 

The crew arrived by boat from Cutler ME on 13 May, and left 17 August. Kevin Kelly was 

island supervisor, assisted extremely ably by Erin Whidden and Rebecca Standen 

(NSERC USRA undergrad). Prof. R. Holberton and Tony Diamond each visited for a few 

days to assist Kevin 

with his alcid work, 

but Tony's back 

troubles prevented 

him from visiting 

after mid June. Dr. 

Dan Hanley from 

the University of 

Guelph also visited 

to help Kevin with 

digital 

measurements of 

the intensity of 

colour in puffin bill, 

face ornaments, 

legs and feet. Some 

puffins were swabbed for 

AIV testing by the Canadian Cooperative Wildlife Health Network. For the first year since 

1995, bad weather prevented us from representing MSI at the GOMSWG meeting in 

August.  Water supply was good; communications were essentially fog-dependent, as 

last year. 

 

The food supply at MSI in 2011 was abysmal for Herring, and the dominant prey items 

were Euphausiids, Hake and a species not previously recorded, confirmed by the Atlantic 

Reference Centre as juvenile Haddock. 

Mass growth was the lowest ever recorded (actually negative)  in Razorbills, 3rd lowest in 

Puffins. 

 

We did a partial census of puffin nests in early June, marking 2 m X 2 m quadrats, every 

5 metres, following the 30 m grid lines on the island.  Extrapolating from the number of 

nests found and occupancy rates in them we have a rough estimate of 6,500 breeding 

pairs of puffins on the island. This is much higher than previous estimates, but the total 

number of burrows estimated by this transect-sampling is almost exactly the same 

Figure 2. (From left to right) Rebecca Standen (Honours student), Erin Whidden 
(M.Sc. student), Kevin Kelly (M. Sc. student). The 2011 Crew. 
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(10,238) as recorded in 2000 without the aid of video probes (10,271). So it is fair to say 

that the total number of burrows has not changed in 10 years, but the occupancy rate 

(proportion used) was lower in 2011 than in 2000. 

 

Bird highlights for this summer included a Great Cormorant roosting on nearby Gull Rock 

for a few weeks in June and Northern Gannets landing and loafing on the western 

shoreline of MSI, almost daily, starting in early July. A Manx Shearwater was a surprise 

addition to a night-time puffin fledger check in early August; possibly the first record of 

this species actually on the island. 

 

Terns 

This year marked the seventh consecutive year with no fledged terns on MSI.  There 

were a total of 33 nests found in marked plots this year, down from last year (75).  No 

tern census was done, but the estimate of total nests was 300-500 based on the 

numbers seen around the island.  Courtship behavior started in mid-May and the first egg 

was found on 2 June.  Once egg-laying began the colony was never fully comfortable on 

the island, but they were seen dive bombing gulls over the colony on multiple occasions 

and incubating throughout the day.  The behavior changed on the evening of 15 June 

when two Peregrine Falcons were seen on the north end and the terns abandoned their 

nests until dark.  The terns continued this trend, leaving at first light and coming back 

after dark.  Virtually all the eggs were gone within a week of the initial abandonment and 

no relays were seen this year.  Terns were still seen daily, but by the end of June the 

groups were less than 10 at a time. 

 

Alcids – selected results 

 

Atlantic Puffin chick diets consisted of (by number): 40.7% Euphausiids; 19.8% Hake; 

10.4% juvenile Haddock; 6.0% larval fish; 2.4% sandlance; 1.8% each of Butterfish, 

Polychaetes and Squid; and only 0.5% Herring.  Fish were larger and more prevalent 

earlier in the season and Euphausiids became more numerous as the season carried on.  

Euphausiids numbers may be deceivingly high in this context since often bill loads of 10-

20 Euphausiids were seen.   

Razorbills were better able to find Herring, but it was only 39.6% of their diet; Hake 

11.1%, Euphausiids, 4.6%, Sandlance 3.2%.  The rest was made up of unidentified fish 

and larval fish. 

 

Predators 

Gull scaring is still done by researcher presence, firing noise-makers and occasionally 

non-lethal shooting with a pellet gun or slingshot.  Noise-makers haven’t been used 

much in the past two seasons to minimize tern disturbance, but a more aggressive 
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approach with them will likely be taken next year due to the increased presence of gulls 

around the island this year.  Fifty-three nests on nearby Gull Rock were destroyed over 4 

visits, and 8 nests were found and destroyed on MSI itself; these numbers are a 

continuation of a recent sharp increase in numbers, additional to the increasingly bold 

predatory behaviour. 

 

Raptors this season were less prevalent than last season.  Peregrine Falcons were again 

a presence on the island early in the season, and likely contributed to the abandonment 

of nests by the terns.  They were seen on the island on only 11 days, down considerably 

from 54 last year.  Other raptors seen were Merlins, Northern Harriers and Bald Eagles, 

but only a few days each. 

 

In the Auk Condition project with Prof. Holberton (U. of Maine), we took 94 blood 

samples from 85 adult puffins. No Razorbills were sampled; after last year’s experience 

sampling both, we decided to focus on puffins to ensure a successful M.Sc. project while 

continuing routine monitoring. All samples are with Prof. Holberton in her lab at Orono for 

analysis. We did not oil/dye any gull eggs, or block any burrows to collect diet samples. 

Gull eggs collected were destroyed apart from 20 to be used in a course at UNB. 
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Summary of 2010 field season (Tony Diamond and Kevin Kelly) 

 

This summer was the first summer of work on a Master’s project for Kevin Kelly, working 

with Becky Holberton and building off her work in past years on alcid condition. 

 

The crew arrived by boat from Cutler ME on 11 May, and left 20 August. Kevin Kelly was 

island supervisor, assisted extremely ably by Catherine Johnson, and in June-July by 

Bryan Martin. Prof. R. Holberton and I visited for a few days in May and late July to assist 

Kevin with his alcid work, and take AIV samples for the Canadian Cooperative Wildlife 

Health Network. Marie-Paule Godin also visited several times to assist, and Robin 

Hunnewell spelled Kevin off for the GOMSWG meeting in August.  Water supply was 

good; communications were not, as the internet link was intermittent, and we had to use 

a US-bought cell phone. Bell-

Aliant’s change from analogue 

to digital communication 

network has been a 

retrogressive step from this 

perspective. 

 

The food supply remained 

evidently inadequate for the 

MSI seabirds in 2010. In the 

early season mostly butterfish 

were seen brought in by 

alcids, replaced later in the 

season predominantly by 

euphausiid; the proportion of 

butterfish was 20 times the 

highest ever recorded in 

previous years.  Mass growth 

was the lowest ever recorded in 

Razorbills, 3rd lowest in Puffins. 

 

This season we also participated in the GPS data logger project with USFWS.  We 

deployed five GPS locators on MSI, but four of these birds abandoned their burrows and 

the chicks either disappeared or were found dead in the burrow.  The fifth puffin was 

recaptured but no data could be recovered from it.  One of the birds which abandoned 

was resighted later in the season but the GPS unit was no longer attached. 

 

Figure 3. (Clockwise from top) Kevin Kelly (M.Sc student), Bryan Martin, 

Linda Welch (USFWS, collaborator), Catherine Jardine 

(assistant), and Tony Diamond in 2010. 
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A single Laughing Gull nest was found on the island, the first in a few years.  Other bird 

highlights included the second-ever Cory’s Shearwater documented in New Brunswick 

(offshore, on the day following the first, recorded by a tour boat en route back to Grand 

Manan!), a White-winged Dove and a Blue Grosbeak (all photographed). 

 

Terns 

This year marked the sixth consecutive year with no terns fledged on MSI.  There were a 

total of 91 nests found in marked plots this year, up from last year (67). Almost all with 

adults seen in attendance were Arctics; few were identified because many eggs were just 

“dumped” on the ground without adults apparently incubating them.  No tern census was 

made, again, to avoid excessive disturbance to the colony; estimates of the total tern 

nests range from 300-500.  Normal courtship behaviour began in early May and egg 

laying began in late May.  Colony behaviour changed on June 15th when the entire 

colony, but for a handful of dedicated incubators, began to abandon the island during the 

day and return at night.  By the end of June fewer birds were returning at night and by 

mid-July terns were still seen daily but only in pairs or small groups, and never landing on 

the island.  This year did feature the first known tern chicks since 2005; a single Arctic 

chick was found on 30 June but it died of starvation within 24 hours with no attendant 

parents to feed it.  A few days later another hatched chick was found but it suffered the 

same fate. 

Alcids – selected results 

 

 

Atlantic Puffin chick diets (by number) consisted of 44.5% 6uphausiids, 13.7% herring, 

11.9% 6uphausii, 8.7% hake, 7.5% butterfish and 8.1% larval fish.  Razorbill chick diets 

consisted of 42% butterfish, 24.4% herring, 11.5% 6uphausii and 10.8% hake.  Butterfish 

were seen more often early in the season, while the 6uphausiids showed up later in the 

season.  This season we also had a few instances of Atlantic Saury brought in by puffins, 

the first records of these fish at Machias Seal Island.  

 

Predators 

This season gull scaring was performed by daily walks around the island to scare them 

off, by the use of a pellet gun and with a scare pistol.  Scaring techniques were largely 

ineffective, with gulls returning shortly after the initial disturbance or else flying to nearby 

Gull Rock (250 m away) to loaf.  On a visit to Gull Rock in mid June 25 nests with 67 total 

eggs were found and destroyed.  On a subsequent visit in mid July 13 new nests with 31 

eggs were found and destroyed. Gull predation on alcid eggs and chicks was more 

obvious even than in previous years (see photos). 
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One or both of two Peregrine Falcons were seen often this year throughout the breeding 

season.  These caused great disturbance to the terns especially, and it is thought that 

their presence together on the island for the first time was the tipping point for tern 

abandonment, as they occurred on the 

same day. 

 

A single Laughing Gull nest was found on 

MSI this year with only one egg found in it.  

It was abandoned about the same time as 

the tern abandonment and LAGUs were 

seen sparingly thereafter. 

In the Auk Condition project with Prof. 

Holberton (U. Of Maine), we took 100 blood 

samples from 85 adult puffins, and 94 samples 

from 96 different adult Razorbills. All samples 

are with Prof. Holberton in her lab at Orono for 

analysis. We did not oil/dye any gull eggs, or 

block any burrows to collect diet samples. Gull 

eggs collected were destroyed following use in 

a course at UNB.  
Figure 5. Cory Shearwater (photo by Catherine Johnaon) 

  

Figure 4. White-winged Dove (photo by Catherine 
Johnson). 
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Summary of 2009 Field Season (Kirsten Bowser) 
 

After a one-day weather delay, the 2009 field crew (Emily Tompkins (BA Macalester 

College) and Kirsten Bowser (ACWERN MSc candidate)) departed for the island with six 

extremely willing and helpful field volunteers (Tony Diamond (Principal Investigator, 

UNB), Becky Holberton (University of Maine), Kevin Fraser (UNB PhD candidate), Marie-

Paule Godin (UNB Forestry Technician), Travis Bowser (Amec), Liam Paull (UNB 

Engineering PhD candidate))  aboard Captain Andy Patterson’s boat, Barbara Frost, on 

12 May. The season ended with departure on 14 August with take-down crew Travis 

Clarke (UNB Biology Technician), Sarah Trefry (PhD candidate, UNB) and James 

Hudson (MSc Geography, UBC). Robin Hunnewell (PhD candidate, UNB) also assisted 

during the season.  

 

The seabird season… 

It was another optimistic 

year for the terns. 

Although the birds 

prolonged their breeding 

failure streak into its fifth 

year, there was good 

tern presence on the 

island throughout the 

summer. There were 67 

nests found within 

monitored areas, with an 

average clutch size of 1.23; 

most, if not all, were Arctic 

terns. Most eggs found within monitored plots were depredated the following day. Eggs 

that persisted in the nest were rarely incubated. In the first half of the season, terns (from 

30 to 300 individuals) were often present on the island between 22h and 15h. However, 

on 22 July there was a drastic change as ~3000 birds were present on the island for the 

entire day. From 22 July until researchers departed on 14 August, terns were 

continuously present on the island (though in increasingly fewer numbers). Many birds 

were seen carrying fish and performing courtship displays. Researchers speculate that 

an abundant supply of herring was responsible for the return of the terns to MSI during 

the day.  

 

It was a wonderful year for growing alcid chicks as adults were observed with billfuls of 

large herring. The mean length of prey items brought to chicks was well above average 

(8.4 cm), and the percent herring in the diet was the highest on record for puffins (88.5% 

Figure 6. Grubbing fashion modelled by Emily Tompkins 
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by number) and second highest on record for razorbills (91.9%)! Puffin chicks grew at an 

amazing 10.7 grams/day – 2g/d higher than the previously recorded highest mass growth 

rate. All razorbill growth rates and puffin growth rate for wing chord and culmen fell within 

the average range. Similar to 2008, the mean laying and mean hatching for both puffins 

and razorbills was generally ‘early’. 

 

Remarkably, only 86 puffin fledglings were caught at the lighthouse this season. This is a 

surprisingly low number (the 1995 to 2008 average is 275 birds). We may have missed a 

small number of fledglings as a result of coinciding work on the auk condition project, 

however, this does not account for the ‘missing’ 100-200 fledglings. One hypothesis 

surrounding the low numbers of fledglings found at the lighthouse is that the peak 

fledgling (4 August) was very close to the full moon (6 August), which made the ocean 

appear brighter than the lighthouse, thus attracting more birds straight to sea. In other 

years with low fledgling numbers (2001 and 2005) peak fledging (4 August and 14 

August) was also in proximity to the new moon phase (4 August and 19 August).  

 

Another pleasant occurrence this season was the numerous feeding flocks that formed 

around the island – a spectacle that has been largely absent in the last five years. 

Although researchers were not specifically scanning for them, the most seen on one day 

was 15 on 21 July. Weather-wise, it was the wettest July on (our) records with a total of 

161 mm of rain. Surprisingly, there were no flooded puffin burrows.  

 

In addition to the alcids normally seen on MSI, a Dovekie (Alle alle) in moult was 

observed in the MSI bay from 30 July to 2 August.  

 

This season, Tony and Becky Holberton collaborated on an auk condition project. Tony 

and Becky visited the island in May, July, and August to collect blood samples from 

breeding puffins and razorbills.  

 

A few notes on 2009 island life… 

 

There were many logistical and material changes on MSI this season. The cistern that 

holds water (collected from the roof) was finally replaced. After years of water woes we 

were happy to have a constant supply of water at our fingertips. Additionally, flooring 

throughout the house was replaced and there was a new fridge and deep freezer 

installed. The old fridge was kept in the basement and used for sample storage. 

 

Over the winter the turbine fell over and was destroyed. In early spring large machines 

were brought to the island to make new stabilizing platforms for a new turbine’s guy 

wires. Tracks from the machines were visible all along the north end. A small proportion 
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of burrows were destroyed as a result. The new turbine was installed and functioning in 

the fall of 2009.  

 

Previously, researchers have used a bag cell phone to get into contact with the mainland. 

This year, the telephone companies converted from analogue to digital. As a result, there 

was no reliable phone service on the island. This caused problems for the researchers as 

well as the lighthouse keepers.  

 

A gull-scaring device was lent by the US Fish and Wildlife Service to help reduce gull 

presence on the island. The device consisted of a car battery, a solar panel, an audio 

player and a set of speakers. The device played gull distress calls (from a variety of 

species) randomly every 10 minutes. The device was used only briefly on the island as it 

was delivered after the period it was intended to be used (before the birds arrived on the 

island), and we found it disturbed the auks at least as much as the gulls.  

 

We deployed four motion-

detecting cameras 

(designed for 

photographing birds at 

feeders) in 2009. The can 

be programmed to take 

photos or video. We 

attempted to document 

puffin chick feedings on 

these cameras but 

unfortunately the birds 

were too fast 

for the 

camera to 

capture.  

 

A film crew from 

Moncton came for a full 

day of shooting in August. 

Tony was around and was 

interviewed. (The documentary was shown at the Society of Canadian Ornithologists 

annual meeting in Moncton, NB, in August 2011 and can be seen here). 

We were disappointed to discover that the Maine Medical Center Research Institute had 

found that 2 ticks (out of 28) collected on MSI in 2007 tested positive for the genus 

Figure 7. (Top row, left to right.) Kirsten Bowser (M.Sc student), Tony Diamond; (bottom 
row) Becky Holberton (U. Maine; collaborator), Emily Tompkins (assistant) in 2009. 
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Borrelia (to which the Lyme Disease organism belongs). This caused some concern for 

the 2009 field crew, but there is still no sign of Lyme disease on the island. 

 

Kirsten Bowser completed her second field season for her MSc project on the seabird-

related food web. 
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Summary of 2008 Field Season (Kirsten Bowser) 
 
Captain Andy Patterson and his boat, Barbara Frost II, landed the Machias Seal Island 
set-up crew on a sunny and calm 15 May. Travis Clarke (ACWERN MSc), Kelly Boadway 
(ACWERN MSc candidate), Marie-Paule Godin (UNB Forestry Technician), and Liam 
Paull (UNB Engineering PhD candidate) were kind enough to help the 2008 field crew, 
Anne Kirsten Bowser (ACWERN MSc candidate) and field assistant, Manuel Ballesteros 
(MSc University of La Rochelle, France) with the set-up. A third person was not hired this 
year based on the assumption that the tern colony would abandon and the workload 
would be decreased. As a result, there were a few extremely busy weeks where the help 

of Tony Diamond, 
Dorothy Diamond, 
Liam Paull, and 
Travis Clarke was 
needed.  
 
For the first time in 14 
years, Machias Seal 
Island’s long-term 
seabird research 
program was 
supervised by a 
rookie graduate 
student. Historically, 
graduate students 
spent a minimum of 
two years on MSI 
which allowed the 
senior, experienced 
student to direct the 
research and train a 

new leader for the following year. The 2008 season, therefore, offered a unique 
opportunity to test the island protocol and to critically evaluate data recording methods 
that have been in place for many years. There were several key changes in datasheet 
layout, database organization, and data entry. Ultimately, the changes should allow 
easier comparison of yearly data and quicker year-end analysis and report writing. 
Additionally, two new tasks were implemented in 2008: the twice-daily gull count, used to 
asses gull activity on the island throughout the season, and the “Week in Review” report, 
which allowed principal investigator, Tony Diamond, to stay apprised of developments on 
the island. 
  
Notwithstanding the potential benefits of “fresh eyes” on the research protocol, the 
disadvantage of having inexperienced personnel on the island was realized in their lack 
of appreciation for the absence of the tern colony. MSI experienced its fourth successive 
breeding failure of Arctic and Common Terns despite encouraging early signs. The first 
landing occurred on 18 May, the first egg was found on 28 May, and the last landing 
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occurred on 17 June. Often the birds did not stay longer than several hours during the 
daytime, although they were often heard late at night and early morning. Island 
attendance was sporadic at best and nest depredation was severe. No tern bands were 
read or applied. Of almost 100 tern eggs recorded, none hatched. 
 
On a somewhat brighter note, alcid breeding was early compared to recent years. On the 
first nest check, 79% of all the active puffin burrows had eggs. Mean hatch for puffins 
and razorbills was 15 June and 22 June, a full 10 and six days earlier than 2007. Growth 
rates of both alcid species were within the average range for the linear growth period, 
however puffin chicks stayed in the burrow for a remarkably long time before fledgling, 
prolonging the expected leave date by 10 days. In fact, when researchers left the island 
on 15 August, the mean age of puffins remaining in burrows was 54 days. Razorbill 
chicks fledged within the traditionally expected time frame. 
 
Common Murres, Common Eiders, and Leach’s Storm Petrels continued to share the 
island with the acids. On several occasions, eider ducklings were found in freshwater 
ponds – lending credibility to a theory about marine ducklings benefitting from fresh 
water. Storm-petrels seemed to fall out of the sky like raindrops this season. Many hours 
were spent grubbing petrel burrows and many nights spent scooping the birds off the 
lawn for banding. A total of 114 petels were handled. This effort was driven by keen and 
experienced field researcher, Manuel. Manuel also observed a Black Guillemot adult with 
fish in its bill. He then successfully triangulated the nest and located the chick. This is the 
first ever confirmed breeding of Black Guillemot on MSI. 
 
In addition to the daily data collection and the long-term research, the field crew 
conducted some sampling for burrow density on the island using a new tool, the 
burrowscope. 2m2 plots were chosen randomly throughout the island and the number of 
suspected puffin burrows was recorded. The crew noticed a somewhat obvious trend 
where increased surface guano was found in higher burrow density plots. The 
burrowscope was also very useful for checking the status of monitored puffin burrows.  
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Summary of the 2007 Field Season (Travis Clarke) 
The defining characteristic of the 2007 field season was, without a doubt, the failure of 
the Arctic Tern (Sterna paradisaea) and Common Tern (Sterna hirundo) to establish a 
colony at Machias Seal Island (MSI). The latest in a string of bad years for terns at MSI, 
2007 was markedly different from previous years in a number of disheartening ways. 
Primarily, no real attempt was made by the terns to lay eggs at MSI or remain at the 
island throughout daylight hours. The quality of the food supply was another distressing 
but notable feature of 2007 with an almost negligible amount of herring being provisioned 
for both Atlantic Puffin (Fratercula arctica) and Razorbill (Alca torda) chicks. This was a 
hard year for nesting alcids at MSI; Razorbills and Puffins experienced one of the least 
productive years on record and Common Murres (Uria aalge) experienced a noticeable 

setback in their colonization 
effort at MSI.  

The crew arrived at MSI 
on 10 May. Transportation was 
provided from Cutler, Maine by 
Captain Andy Patterson via his 
vessel, the Barbara Frost II. 
Although a little foggy, the 
weather and the landing were 
quite pleasant. The crew 
consisted of graduate student 
Travis Clarke and field 
assistants, Emily Hines and 
Robin MacNearney. Additional 
help was provided at various 
times throughout the year by 
Tony Diamond, Marie-Paule 
Godin (University of New 
Brunswick (UNB) - Forestry 
Technician), Laura Minich 

(UNB ACWERN Graduate), 
David Drolet (UNB-Biology Graduate Candidate), Colin Buhariwalla (Canadian Wildlife 
Service island observer) and Rebecca Holberton (Associate Professor - University of 
Maine). The field season concluded on 14 August when the crew left the island with 
Captain Patterson. 
 The crew’s arrival at MSI was preceeded by a large storm (15 April to 17 April – 
noted as the Patriot's Day Storm in Maine), which had resulted in the destruction of two 
of the permanent platforms on which our bird blinds are constructed. The platforms used 
to support Goofapuff and Sunset blinds had been completely destroyed by intense wave 
action (Fig 1). The platform for Gully blind had been damaged but was repairable. 
Luckily, there were two blind platforms on MSI (Windpole and Seabreeze), which could 
be retired due to their lack of use. Both the Windpole and Seabreeze platforms were 
transported over the island to replace those lost at Goofapuff and Sunset. The storm 
swept over the northern portion of the island where elevation is lowest, deposited a large 
amount of debris and stripped away much of the old vegetation. Researchers spent a 
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day cleaning up the debris but almost all burrow markers and grid posts had been swept 
away. Furthermore, many puffin burrows had collapsed under the pressure of the waves 
or had lost the protection of the above ground vegetation. Only 3 of the 22 monitored 
burrows from 
the storm- 
damaged 
area 
produced 
puffin chicks 
and it is 
possible that 
nesting 
habitat will 
be affected 
for following 
years.  
 Due to 
the absence 
of the terns, 
banding was 
concentrated 
on puffins 
and 
Razorbills. A 
small number 
of adult 
Common 
Murres and 
Leach's Storm-petrels (Oceanodroma leucorhoa) were also banded. By the end of the 
field season, researchers had newly banded 476 adult seabirds and 309 chicks. Despite 
the poor tern situation on MSI, researchers were able to conduct a number of successful 
band- reading stints from 15 to 26 May while the terns were landing. In these 12 days, a 
total of 45 Arctic Terns were resighted. A total of 1,016 banded alcids were resighted in 
2007 (278 RAZO, 737 ATPU and 1 COMU). 
  

Figure 8. Storm damage to research blind 
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Summary of 2006 Field Season (Alex Bond) 
 In 2004, the first year of essentially zero tern productivity, we asked “How many 
bad years can this colony take?” In 2006, we found the answer – three. The highlight (or 
lowlight) of the season was the abandonment of MSI as a tern colony on 25 June. And 
while scientifically fascinating to actually see a metapopulation behaving as a 
metapopulation, it was nonetheless disheartening to walk around in mid-July and not 
have your head pecked. But our tears didn’t last long, mainly because the torrential rain 
(277 mm in June alone) washed them (and some puffin burrows) away. It was, despite 
the biological setbacks, a very productive year for the crew out on MSI, with four of the 
seven nesting seabirds being censused (Arctic & Common Terns, Common Eiders & 
Leach’s Storm-petrels) and while it could have been worse, it could have been a heck of 
a lot better. 
 The ACWERN field crew arrived on the island with Captain A. Patterson on 14 
May 2006 via Cutler, Maine in typically windy weather, and after a slight delay. Landing 
was more difficult this year since the new concrete landing was not useable, the old path 
across the intertidal was not cleaned, and we had to clamber over the rockweed. The 
crew consisted of graduate students Alex Bond and Travis Clarke and field assistant 
Gabrielle Bouchard. Throughout the season help was also received from CWS island 
observer Peter Bohan, Katie Friars & Brad Zitske (ACWERN-UNB), Dr. Jim Barry 
(Douglas Animal Hospital) and Marie-Paule McNutt (UNB-Forestry Technician). Tony 
and Dorothy Diamond visited the island from 29-31 May to help mark burrows for the 

Leach’s Storm-petrel (Oceanodroma 
leucorhoa) census and Tony and 
Marie-Paule returned from 12-17 
June for the tern census and to take 
cloacal and buccal swabs from Arctic 
Terns (Sterna paradisaea) for avian 
influenza. Dr. Jim Barry conducted 
razorbill surgery implanting satellite 
transmitters for Travis Clarke’s MSc 
project from 22-24 June, and a large 
contingent was present in late August 
to conclude the petrel census. The 
crew left the island with Captain A. 
Patterson on 19 August. 
 Nest initiation was typical for 
all focal species (Arctic Terns Sterna 
paradisaea; Common Terns S. 

hirundo; Atlantic Puffins Fratercula arctica; and Razorbills Alca torda). Productivity was 
collectively, the worst since monitoring began in 1995, with the terns abandoning, and 
heavy rain flooding alcid burrows, yielding 0.35 fledglings/nest for puffins (the lowest 
recorded on MSI), and 0.56 fledglings/nest for Razorbills (the lowest since 0.50 in 1998). 
Growth rates in alcids were the best since 2003, and comparable to the long-term 
average; tern growth rates could not be assessed because no chicks survived long 
enough to measure. 

Figure 9. (Left to right)  Alex Bond, Peter Bohan, Gabrielle Bouchard, 
Travis Clarke in 2006. 
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 On the diet front, we did not do a tern chick provisioning study in 2006, mainly 
because there were no adults to do the provisioning and no chicks to receive the 
provisions. Puffins fed their chicks almost exclusively euphausiid shrimp 
(Meganyctiphanes norvegica) until late July, when they switched to herring (Clupea 
harengus). Razorbills, which can dive deeper, were able to bring in herring consistently 
throughout the season, and in the highest proportion since 2000. 
 In terms of banding, 296 adult seabirds, and 406 chicks were newly banded this 
year. No tern chicks were banded in 2006, but we did manage to catch most of the peak 
puffin fledging at the lighthouse (232 chicks). The peak puffin fledgling night was not as 
late as previous years (9 August), and fits with the earlier breeding phenology observed 
in 2006 when compared to 2004 and 2005. 
 Once these bands are applied, of course, we have to find them again. Resighting 
was very productive this season, with the highest number of puffin resights recorded 
(782), and 290 Razorbills resighted. Arctic Tern band reading continued as long as birds 
were present, with 98 bands read. One Common Tern was resighted with an Argentinean 
colour band, and had been seen on MSI in 2001 & 2003. We had our first Common 
Murre resight this summer, with a bird banded as an adult in 2005 observed on the west 
side of the island. 
 ACWERN personnel continued scaring Herring (Larus argentatus) and Great-
black Backed Gulls (L. marinus) using noisemakers, until mid-June, when the CWS 
observer assumed this duty. Gull predation was severe on murre eggs in open areas on 
the west side, and tern nests at the north end of the island. Gulls are often not detected 
because of dense fog, and the north end does not receive regular human visitation. By 
the time of the tern census on 12 June, close to two-thirds of the tern nests had been 
depredated. By the end of June, gulls were observed taking the remaining eggs from the 
centre of the island, searching through vegetation and loafing on blinds. 
Raptors were fairly common this year, with a Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) pair 
nesting on Libby Island, Maine, 10 miles away. Examination of prey remains near the 
nest indicated 90%+ were Common Terns (L. Welch, pers. comm.). As many as four 
Common Ravens (Corvus corax) were seen consistently through the summer. 
Common Murres (Uria aalge) nested successfully on the west side of the island for the 
fourth season, although all eggs in open areas were depredated in May and early June. 
All surviving eggs and chicks were from sheltered areas. A high count of about 200 was 
made, which was lower than previous years (500-600), and follows a decline to 400 in 
2005. Since counts were performed more systematically this year, we believe this is a 
result of the intense predation observed this year, and in 2005 (Bond and Diamond 2006 
In Bond et al. 2006). 
No Black Terns (Chidonias niger) or Laughing Gulls (Larus atricillia) nested on MSI this 
year, although both were seen. The Black Terns left with the other terns in late June, 
despite prospecting and attempting to incubate Arctic Tern nests on the central lawn 
area. 
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Summary of 2005 Field Season (Alex Bond) 
When a blind is blown over and smashed in 50-knot winds during your second week on 
the island, you think that things can only get better. They didn’t. Cold weather, 
hailstorms, dead tern chicks, and a funeral were some of the standout moments from the 
summer. Gully blind was totaled during a gale in late May, which resulted in a short-
distance migration of the Windpole blind, no longer used at its former location. The 
Fourth of July saw the ashes of Captain Barna Norton make their final voyage to the 
island, where they were spread (unbeknownst to some of us, who almost walked right 
through the ceremony on the helipad). Before a violent July hailstorm, a breath of warmer 
climes greeted us – a Red-billed Tropicbird (Phaethon aethereus) soared for almost two 
hours, and then we were back to picking up tern chick bodies. Slow-growing chicks and 
poor food were the story of the summer. Even when the tern chicks did make it through 
the cold, and near-starvation, we saw two from the lawn being picked off by Herring Gulls 
(Larus argentatus). It seemed like no one could catch a break. 
 The ACWERN field 
crew arrived on the island 
with Captain A. Patterson 
on 14 May 2005 via 
Cutler, Maine in beautiful 
weather. The crew 
consisted of graduate 
students Amie Black and 
Alex Bond. Field assistant 
Sara Fraser arrived on 28 
May. Throughout the 
season help was also 
received from CWS island 
observer Peter Bohan, 
CWS technician (and 
ACWERN-UNB graduate) 
Julie Paquet, ACWERN-
UNB graduate students 
Laura Minich and Ashley 
Sprague, Jennifer Lavers (ACWERN-MUN), and Marie-Paule McNutt (UNB-Forestry 
Technician). Tony and Dorothy Diamond visited the island from 28-30 May to help trap 
Atlantic Puffins (Fratercula arctica), returned from 19-21 June to trap adult terns and 
instruct in taking blood for mercury and isotope samples, and 12-14 July to assist in 
Razorbill (Alca torda) chick banding. The crew left the island with Captain A. Patterson 
on 22 August. 
 Nest initiation was the latest recorded for Arctic Terns (Sterna paradisaea) and 
Atlantic Puffins, and at the late end of the spectrum for Common Terns (Sterna hirundo) 
and Razorbills. Peak hatching for all four species was late, if not the latest since 
monitoring began in 1995. Productivity was similarly lagging, with a complete failure of all 
monitored Common Tern nests, and near failure of Arctic Tern nests (0.06 
fledglings/nest). Puffins and Razorbills managed to make it through slightly better, 
yielding 0.82 and 0.67 fledglings/nest respectively. Growth rates were the lowest yet 

Figure 10. (Left to right)  Peter Bohan (CWS Observer), Amie Black (M.Sc 
student), Sarah Fraser (assistant), Alex Bond (M.Sc student) in 2005. 
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recorded, and 38% of puffin chicks in monitored burrows had not fledged by the time we 
left. 
 It was not a year to be a true gourmet seabird, unless you had a penchant for krill. 
Euphausiid shrimp (Meganyctiphanes norvegica) have been in the diet in significant 
numbers only recently, and in 2005, Arctic and Common Terns, and puffin chicks all had 
at least 40% of their diet made up of krill. Larval fishes were also popular this year, and it 
seemed that Razorbills were the only ones who could bring in herring, and even then, 
they brought the lowest proportion of herring recorded with the exception of 2001. 
 On the banding front, we added brand new jewelry to another 247 adult seabirds, 
and 274 chicks. Very few tern chicks survived (9 Common, 31 Arctic), and few puffin 
fledglings were caught at the lighthouse (157). The peak puffin fledgling night was the 
latest recorded (14 August, same as 2004), but many chicks in monitored burrows had 
not fledged by the time we left. 
 Once these bands are applied, of course, we have to find them again. Resighting 
was very productive this season, with the highest number of puffin resights recorded 
(779), and assistance in Razorbill resighting from Julie Paquet (CWS) and Jenn Lavers 
(ACWERN-MUN). Arctic Tern band reading continued in 2005, with 92 bands read. One 
Common Tern was resighted with an Argentinean colour band similar to those previously 
seen on MSI in 2001 and 2003, but the band number couldn’t be read. 
ACWERN continued scaring Herring and Great-black Backed Gulls (Larus marinus) 
using noisemakers, at the request of CWS. Gull predation was prevalent on murre eggs 
on the west side, and tern nests at the north end of the island. Gulls are often not 
detected because of dense fog, and the north end does not receive regular human 
visitation. Once tern nesting had begun, we discontinued use of the noisemakers, as 
their use also disturbed the terns and alcids, and the gulls were often the first to return. 
They were used later again in the season once the terns had left. The high failure rate of 
tern nests may have decreased mobbing behaviour. On two occasions, Herring Gulls 
were observed taking tern chicks more than 20 days old from the lawn. 
 Raptors were not present on MSI throughout the entire field season, but were 
observed daily in May and August. 
 As in 2004, Common Terns were observed loafing on the CWS Lawn and 
Foundation plots, areas traditionally occupied solely by Arctic Terns. These observations 
were usually made during feeding watches.  
 The Roseate Tern (Sterna dougalli) Recovery Program initiated in 2003 was 
continued in 2005, but without the use of video cameras. Non-aggressive Roseate Tern 
calls were played during daylight hours, and nest boxes, decoys and triangular stand-up 
mirrors were placed at theattraction sites chosen in 2003. However, because no Roseate 
Terns were observed on Machias Seal Island in 2005 (Appendix I), the program will be 
discontinued. 
 Common Murres (Uria aalge) nested successfully for the third season, although 
they did experience high egg predation by gulls early in the season. A high count of 
about 400 was made, which was slightly lower than previous years (500-600), but counts 
were carried out opportunistically, and the number of murres was estimated to be 
comparable to the previous two seasons. 
 Two Black Tern (Chlidonias niger) nests were found, each with one egg, but as in 
past years, both were unsuccessful. Two Laughing Gull (Larus atricilla) nests of two eggs 
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each were also found in early July along the path to the north end of the island. One egg 
hatched, but the chick disappeared after two days. A maximum of 14 Laughing Gulls was 
observed over the island during the summer. 
 On two occasions, tern eggs with no shell were found; one near the landing on the 
east side, and on near Sunset blind on the west side. Both specimens were collected, but 
the species of tern was not determined. 
 Tourists with Captain 
Patterson, and the field crew, 
observed a Red-billed Tropicbird 
flying over the island for about two 
hours on 11 July. Photographs were 
taken, making this the first confirmed 
record of this species in Canada. 
 
  
  

Figure 11. Amie, confused about trapping! 
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Summary of 2004 Field Season (Amie Black) 
 
 The ACWERN field crew arrived on the island with Captain A. Patterson on 12 
May 2004 via Cutler, Maine. The crew consisted of graduate students Laura Minich and 
Amie Black, and assistant Katie Pindell. Throughout the season help was also received 
from CWS island observer Keith Galbraith, ACWERN/UNB students Kate Devlin, Karel 
Allard and Ashley Sprague, Jennifer Lavers (ACWERN/MUN), and Jesse Vermaire 
(UNB). Tony Diamond and Dorothy McFarlane visited the island from 26 – 29 May to 
help trap puffins, and returned from 17 - 22 June to conduct the biennial census and trap 
adult terns for mercury blood samples. The crew left the island with Captain A. Patterson 
on 21 August. 
 Nest initiation was later than usual for alcids, especially puffins, but no later than 
usual for terns. The mean lay date for Atlantic Puffins (Fraturcula arctica), calculated by 
nest checks and back dating from hatching dates, was 25 May, 12 days later than in 
2003. Puffin nesting in 2004 was the latest by 7 days since monitoring began in 1995. 
Razorbill (Alca torda) mean lay date was 22 May, 7 days later than in 2003 but similar to 
past years. The first tern egg was found on 
28 May.  Mean lay date for Arctic Terns 
(Sterna paradisaea) 
was the same as in 
2003. Common Tern 
(Sterna hirundo) 
mean egg laying 
was 14 June, one 
day earlier than last 
year.  
 Peak hatching 
of Atlantic Puffins was 
2 July, 10 days later 
than in 2003. Razorbill 
peak hatch was 23 
June, 2 days earlier 
than last year. Peak 
hatch was 4 July (2003; 
1 July) in Arctic Terns, 
and 7 July (2003; 5 July) 
in Common Terns.  
 This year the 
traditional biennial Canadian 
Wildlife Service (CWS) tern census was carried out by ACWERN, at the 
request of CWS. 2004 total tern population numbers were slightly lower than in 2003 
(2004; 3032 nests, 2003; 3317 nests). The 2004 species ratio was 68% Arctic Terns, 
32% Common Terns (2003; 60:40 Arctic to Common Terns). As in 2003, we avoided 10 
squares where newly nesting Common Murres (Uria aalge) were located.  
 Nests used for tern productivity estimates included the usual fenced plots, as well 
as the lawn and path to the north end. A total of 170 Arctic Tern and 68 Common Tern 
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nests were marked and followed, although most of these failed. Average Arctic and 
Common Tern productivity (chicks fledged per nest) were the lowest since project 
initiation in 1995 (Arctic Tern; 0.06, Common Tern; 0.05,). From 61 of the 100 
permanently marked burrows Atlantic Puffin productivity was 0.78 fledglings per nest, the 
highest in 10 years of observation on MSI (2003; 0.77 fledglings per nest).  From 58 of 
the 74 marked burrows used in 2004 Razorbill productivity was 0.68, the second highest 
in 10 years. 
 In 2004 all four monitored species showed a high proportion of larval fish in their 
diet, a prey item not previously seen in notable numbers. Fewer fish and euphausiids 
were found in tern diets in 2004 compared to 2003, although euphausiids were still the 
most frequent prey item (Common Tern; 29.5% of chick diet, Arctic Tern; 60.4% of chick 
diet). A large component of tern diet was larval fish (Common Tern; 18.8%, Arctic Tern; 
24.3%). Compared to 2003, Atlantic Puffins decreased the number of herring, hake, and 
sandlance brought to chicks in 2004, but increased the number of butterfish (2004; 7.8% 
of chick diet, 2003; 1.1% of chick diet). The number of euphausiids delivered to chicks 
increased (2004; 20.4% of chick diet, 2003; 13.3% of chick diet). The most frequent prey 
item delivered to puffin chicks in 2004 was larval fish (42.6%). Razorbills delivered the 
highest number of herring since 2000 (66.8% of chick diet), but still much lower than 
1995-2000 levels. The next most common prey item in 2004 was fish larvae (25.4% of 
chick diet). The number of hake seen in Razorbill chick diet decreased from 40.4% in 
2003 to 2.2% in 2004.  
 We banded 187 new adult seabirds of all species, and recaptured 36 previously 
banded birds during the 2004 field season. A total of 11 Common Tern chicks, 42 Arctic 
Tern chicks, 475 Atlantic Puffin chicks and 49 Razorbill chicks were banded. The low 
number of tern chicks banded is attributed to the high chick mortality seen in 2004. 
Common Murre banding began in 2003, with 1 adult and 2 chicks banded. In 2004 we 
banded 17 Common Murre chicks. The banding of fledgling puffins at the lighthouse 
continued until the crew left the island on 21 August. This allowed us to be there past the 
mean fledging date of 16 August, the latest mean leaving date in 10 years and band a 
total of 340 puffin fledglings.   
 Re-sighting of banded birds continued in 2004. Nine Common Terns were re-
sighted, one with an Argentinean orange colour band that had been seen on MSI in 2001 
and 2003. A total of 115 individual Arctic Tern bands were read. Seven hundred puffins 
and 127 Razorbills were re-sighted.  
 ACWERN continued the scaring of Herring Gulls (Larus argentus) and Great 
Black-backed Gulls (Larus marinus) off MSI at the request of CWS. The crew uses 
noisemakers on a fairly regular basis throughout the season to scare gulls away from the 
island, although dense fog sometimes inhibits the ability of the crew to detect the 
presence of the gulls. Because of this there were periods of intense predation, especially 
of tern chicks at the north end of the island as seen in previous years but also of newly 
nesting Common Murre chicks along the west side of the island. There were few adult 
terns during July and August due to a high number of failed tern nests, perhaps leading 
to a lack of tern mobbing behaviour and thereby an increase in predation. 
 Two Peregrine Falcons (Falco peregrinus) were observed hunting on MSI in 2004, 
although less often than in 2003. A total of 6 terns were seen taken by peregrines in 
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2004, as compared to 21 in 2003. One adult puffin was caught by a falcon, but was 
scared off by a crew member before the puffin was killed.  
 It is interesting to note that Common Terns were often seen loafing on the CWS 
house lawn and on Foundation Plot, both of which have traditionally been solely Arctic 
Tern nesting and loafing areas. These observations were generally made during feeding 
watches. 
 The Roseate Tern (Sterna dougallii) Recovery Program initiated in 2003 was 
continued in 2004, with the exception of cameras, at the attraction sites chosen in 2003. 
Non-aggressive Roseate Tern calls were played during daylight hours, triangular mirrors 
were set up, and nest boxes and decoys were placed at the sites from May to August. 
One bird that appeared to be a Roseate Tern or a Roseate-Common Tern hybrid was 
seen multiple times at a nest, but only one bird was observed at any time and the nest 
failed, prohibiting the positive identification of the bird. The nest was south of the landing, 
quite far from the 2 attraction sites.  
 Common Murres nested successfully on the island for the second season. The 
first murre egg was found on 23 May and the first chicks hatched on 28 June. A total of 
148 eggs were easily counted but we kept our presence around breeding areas to a 
minimum so we are unsure of how many eggs were laid.  

Two Black Tern nests were found on the island with 2 and 3 eggs, but as in past 
years both nests were unsuccessful. No Laughing Gulls nested on MSI in 2004. 
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Summary of 2003 Field Season (Matt Charette) 
 

The field crew landed on the island on the 10 May 2003 from Cutler, Maine with 
Captain A. Patterson.  The 2003 field crew consisted of graduate students Mathieu 
Charette and Kate Devlin and assistants Amie Black and Sarah Dauncey.  We also 
received help from CWS observer Chris Novak, the newest ACWERN/UNB grad student 
Laura Minich, Julie Paquet and Julie McKnight of CWS, as well as Ian Jones of Memorial 
University.  Tony Diamond landed with the field crew on 10 May and left the island on 23 
May.  He returned from 10 June until 21 June to capture adult terns for Mathieu 
Charette’s project.  Mathieu Charette was away to collect data on Country Island from 10 
June until 29 June.  Kate Devlin was on the island from 10 May until 3 July to re-sight 
more Arctic Terns and help and direct the field crew with camp set-up and data 
collection.  She came back to the island on 17 July until 21 July to band tern chicks.  
Since it was Kate Devlin’s last field season, much effort was spent to assure that all data 
were collected consistently with previous years to ensure comparable future data.  The 
crew left the island 17 August with Captain Patterson. 

Arrival and nest initiation was sooner for alcids and no later than usual this year 
for terns  The peak for Atlantic Puffin (Fratercula arctica) egg laying was 13 May, three 
days earlier than last year (calculated by nest checks and back dating from hatching 
dates).  Puffin nesting was the earliest it has been since 1999.   The peak for Razorbill 
(Alca torda) egg laying was 15 May, the earliest recorded date for all years 1995-2003, 
and a few days earlier than last year (2002; 19 May).  The first tern egg was found on 30 
May, four days later than last year.  Mean egg laying for Arctic Terns (Sterna paradisaea) 
was 12 June (2002; 3 June) and Common Terns, 15 June (2002; 10 June).  Peak hatch 
was 1 July (2002; 25 June) in Arctic Terns and 5 July (2002; 1 July) in Common Terns.   
  A tern nest census was conducted by the ACWERN crew during a year when the 
traditional bi-annual census by CWS is not normally conducted.  The 2003 tern 
population numbers were similar to the total in 2002 (2003; 3317 nests, 2002; 3553 
nests).   The species ratio this year was 60% Arctic Tern and 40% Common Tern 
compared to 62% and 38% respectively in 2002 (Appendix IV).  We avoided disturbing 
the newly nesting Common Murres (Uria aalge) and skipped 9 grid squares during the 
census.   

We followed fewer tern nests for productivity than last year, but it still was our third 
largest sample size since the project started in1995.  As in 2002, we included path and 
lawn plots in our productivity estimates.  We followed a total of 100 Arctic Tern nests and 
62 Common Tern nests.  Average productivity (chicks fledged per nest) for Arctic Terns 
was to the same as last year (0.50), and average productivity for Common Terns was 
marginally lower than last year (0.53 in 2003, 0.54 in 2002).  Productivity of puffins was 
higher this year than the last (0.77 in 2003, 0.59 2002), and was the highest in 9 years of 
observation on MSI.  Razorbill productivity was slightly lower than we observed last year 
(0.60 in 2003, 0.63 in 2002), but was in the middle of the range of productivity we have 
observed over the last 9 years and the same as in 1999.   

The diets of terns contained fewer marine invertebrates in 2003 compared to last 
year, and hake and herring were more common.  Towards the end of the season, there 
was an increase in marine invertebrates brought to the colony.  Euphausiids also 
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decreased in importance in puffin diet compared to last year and were also replaced with 
hake and herring.  Razorbills brought in fewer herring and more hake in 2003 than 2002.   
 During the 2003 field season we captured and banded 197 adult seabirds of all 
species, and captured an additional 75 adult seabirds that had been previously banded.  
A total of 466 tern chicks, 43 Razorbill chicks and 440 puffin chicks were.  This year the 
crew stayed as late in the season as in 2002, allowing us band puffin chicks at the peak 
of fledging.  As puffins left their burrows and were attracted to the lighthouse, 393 puffin 
chicks were captured on the lawn and banded.   

In recent years we have increased our efforts to re-sight banded birds.  In 2003 
we re-encountered 21 banded Common Tern adults and 218 Arctic Tern adults.  6 of the 
re-sighted adult Common Terns had been banded on the wintering grounds in South 
America; three of these were carrying orange colour bands placed on them in Argentina.  
Two of these birds had been previously seen in 2001, while one had not been seen 
before on MSI.  The three other birds had been banded in Brazil; one of these was later 
found dead on the rocks.  A total of 94 Razorbills and 353 Puffins were re-sighted.   

Chris Novak, the same CWS observer as last year, was on the island for the 
months of June and July.  The role of this observer was to record the activities of the 
tourists visiting the island.  In 2002 we ceased the twice-daily tower counts of auks; these 
counts were never part of the ACWERN mandate but rather part of the former CWS 
Caretaker’s duties, and a review of the data indicated that the time invested in gathering 
them (2-3 person-hours per day) was not justified by the usefulness of the data.  An 
additional task that the ACWERN crew continued, which had formerly been part of the 
CWS Caretaker’s duties, was scaring Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus) and Great Black-
backed Larus marinus) Gulls off the island.  The ACWERN crew used noisemakers on a 
fairly regular basis throughout the season to scare gulls away from the colonies.  No 
Herring or Great Black-backed Gull nests were found during this season.  There were 
some cases of Herring and Great Black-backed Gulls eating tern eggs and chicks from 
various parts of the island (concentrated at the northern end of the island) as seen in 
previous years. 

Three Peregrine Falcons (Falco peregrinus) were present almost daily during the 
months of May, June and July.   They prevented terns from incubating their eggs for 
several hours each day.  It is difficult to quantify how much the falcons disturbed the 
terns.  A total of 21 adult tern remains were found that appeared to have been 
depredated by the falcons. 

We had an unusual number of older Common and Arctic Tern chicks (>30 days) 
staying at their nest sites or on the lawn surrounding the house at the end of the season.  
A total of 16 tern fledgers were found dead on the lawn between 7 August until 16 
August.  The chicks were emaciated and are thought to have died of starvation.  This late 
departure may be attributed to a switch from hake and herring to euphausiids in mid-July 
and to the many days of fog towards the end of the breeding season.  The same 
phenomenon was documented on Country Island (Andrew Boyne, CWS,  pers. comm.).    

We initiated a Roseate Tern Recovery Program with funding from the Endangered 
Species Recovery Fund in collaboration with the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and 
Environment Canada.  We used social stimulants to attract Roseate Terns (Sterna 
dougallii) to the island.  We used an outdoor sound-system playing non-aggressive 
colony calls during daylight hours, triangular mirrors set-ups, nest boxes and Roseate 
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Tern decoys at two sites.  Remote cameras were placed near the sites to record activity 
during daylight hours.   Roseate Terns did not breed on the island in 2003 but were seen 
or heard on 19 days during the summer.   

In 2003 an estimate of 500-600 Common Murres were observed on the island.  
The first Common Murre egg was found on 10 June.  At least 47 eggs were counted in 
2003.  This is a minimum estimate of the number of eggs laid, because many of the 
nests were under large boulders and were not visible.  Only 1 out of 3 areas where the 
birds were thought to be nesting was monitored in order to minimize disturbance in the 
initiation stages of a new colony.  This is the first record of Common Murres nesting in 
the Gulf of Maine in over 100 years (Welch 2003). We banded 1 adult and 2 Common 
Murre chicks in 2003. 

Three Black Terns (Chlidonias niger) were observed regularly until 30 July; two 
nests were located with two eggs each, and both nests were unsuccessful.  Two 
Laughing Gull (Larus atricilla) nests were found on the island, each with 2 eggs; their fate 
is unknown but adults were still mobbing on 16 August.  A maximum of 7 Laughing Gulls 
were seen at one time. Irregular visitors this year included LeConte’s Sparrow 
(Ammodramus lecontii), Golden Crowned Sparrow (Zonotrichia atricapilla), Royal Tern 
(Sterna maxima), and Western Tanager (Piranga ludoviciana) in order of date seen.  
 

 
            Figure 13. (left to right) Matt Charette (M.Sc student), Kate Devlin (Ph.D student), Amie Black (M.Sc student in 2003. 
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Summary of 2002 Field Season (Kate Devlin) 
 

We switched to helicopter transport because of the unknown landing potential 
after the old tramway was destroyed in the late fall of 2001.  Our flight was delayed a day 
due to unfavourable weather conditions; however, we did manage to get to the island 
and landed quite easily on a day when a typical boat landing would have been 
impossible because of the roughness of the seas.  The crew arrived on the island on May 
15, 2002 via  helicopter from Southwest Head, Grand Manan.  The crew left the island 19 
August 2002 and was taxied to Cutler, Maine with Captain A. Patterson. 

The birds arrived and began nesting no later than usual this year.  The peak for 
Puffin egg laying was 16 May, two days earlier than last year (calculated by nest checks 
and back dating from hatching dates).  Although Puffin nesting appeared to be getting 
progressively later each year, this year it was slightly earlier.  The peak for Razorbill egg 
laying was 19 May, a few days earlier than last year when the peak fell on 23 May.  The 
first tern egg was found on 26 May, peak egg laying for Arctic Terns was 2 June and for 
Common Terns was 6 June.  An island wide census of tern nests was undertaken in 
collaboration with CWS on 13-14 June. 

By expanding the number of tern nests we follow for productivity estimates to 
include nests located on the mown area as well as at other localities on the island we 
were able to follow more tern nests than we have ever been able to before and thus 
increase our confidence in the estimate of productivity (Arctic Terns n=285, Common 
Terns n=72).  Average productivity (chicks fledged per nest) for Arctic Terns was 
marginally less than last year (0.50 in 2002, 0.58 in 2001), and average productivity for 
Common Terns was marginally higher than last year (0.54 in 2002, 0.50 in 2001).  
Productivity for Puffins was lower than we observed in 2001 (0.59 in 2002, 0.71 in 2001); 
however, it was the second highest we have observed in 8 years of observation on MSI.  
Razorbill productivity was slightly lower than we observed last year (0.63 in 2002, 0.65 in 
2001), but was in the middle of the range of productivity we have observed over the last 
8 years.  There were a lot of marine invertebrates in the diets of terns and puffins this 
year for the first part of the season, during this time the Razorbills managed to still find 
predominantly herring.  In mid-July the main prey items of terns and Puffins switched to 
mostly herring.   

During the 2002 field season we captured and banded 265 adult seabirds, and 
captured an additional 76 adult seabirds that had been banded previously.  A total of 471 
tern chicks, 93 Razorbill chicks and a record 530 Puffin chicks were also banded.  This 
year the crew was able to stay later into August than we have for the last few years and 
managed to capture the full peak of puffin fledging and that is why so many more puffin 
chicks were captured and banded this year than any other year.  In recent years we have 
increased our efforts to re-sight banded birds.  We re-encountered 169 banded Arctic 
Tern adults, 151 of these had field readable bands on them.  An additional 7 Arctic Terns 
that had been banded on Machias Seal Island in previous years with field readable 
bands were observed on islands further south in the Gulf of Maine during the breeding 
season.  We re-sighted only 6 banded Common Tern adults, one of these was also 
carrying an orange colour band.  It was not one of the same birds that we re-sighted last 
year with the orange colour band (applied in winter in Argentina).  One of the other adult 
Common Terns was one of 59 chicks banded with a field readable band in 1997 on MSI.  
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A total of 105 Razorbills and 483 Puffins were re-sighted (of 180 Razorbill and 524 Puffin 
bands read). 

There was a CWS observer, Chris Novak, on the island for the months of June 
and July, to record the activities of the tourists visiting the island.  The ACWERN crew 
ceased the daily tower counts of auks because these counts were never part of the 
ACWERN mandate but rather part of the former CWS Caretaker’s duties. An additional 
task, formerly part of the CWS Caretaker’s duties, that the ACWERN crew continued was 
the scaring of Herring and Great Black-backed Gulls off the island.  The ACWERN crew 
used noisemakers on a fairly regular basis throughout the season to scare Herring and 
Great Black-backed Gulls off the island.  No Herring or Great Black-backed Gull nests 
were found during this season.  There were some cases of Herring and Great Black-
backed Gulls eating tern eggs and chicks from various parts of the island (concentrated 
at the northern end of the island); 
however, there were not as many 
losses this year as in previous years.  

One Roseate Tern nest with 
one egg was located on the eastern 
side of the island, unfortunately this 
nest failed at the pip stage of 
hatching.  This site was different from 
the site used last year.  One Laughing 
Gull nest with 2 eggs (1 of which 
subsequently hatched) was found in 
the high grass on the northwestern 
side of the island.  The chick hatched 
on 1 August and had not yet fledged 
at the time that the crew left the 
island.  There was another increase in 
Common Murre activity on the island this 
year.  Murres were consistently 
observed investigating the rock crevices near the visitor blinds (between the two sets of 
blinds) and Murres carrying fish were observed on 6 occasions.  However, upon close 
examination of the areas where Murres were seen with fish no nests or chicks were 
located.  Two Black Terns were observed regularly on the island throughout the season, 
and occasionally they were observed carrying insects.  No nests or chicks were located.  
Lastly a white puffin was observed in the waters around the island in June and July.  It 
appeared to have a normally-coloured bill and legs.  According to the boat captains who 
were able to closely approach the bird there was a small grey spot under one of the 
wings.  The white puffin was never observed on land but was seen frequently on the 
water with other normally coloured puffins.  Fishermen also reported seeing a white 
puffin in the waters around Campobello Island on a few occasions.  The ACWERN crew 
last saw the white puffin in early July. 

 
  

Figure 14. White Atlantic Puffin. 
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Summary of 2001 Field season (Kate Devlin) 
A cloud of politics shrouded the arrival of the crew on the island this year.  In 

February we were made aware that CWS would not issue landing permits because of the 
liability associated with people landing on the old tramway.  Although we were assured 
that the research that ACWERN does on the island was supported by CWS it was not 
clear how the crew was going to get to the island until mid April when, after much 
discussion, we were given permission to hire Captain A. Patterson from Cutler, Maine to 
ferry the crew to the island as we have done in past years.  The crew complied with 
requests that each member obtain certificates in first aid/CPR and small boat handling.  
As there was not going to be a CWS Island Warden on the island, the ACWERN crew 
requested permission to continue the control and scaring of larger gulls.  Both Kate 
Devlin and Dedreic Grecian took a firearms training course in April.  However, even 
though we had permission to conduct gull control on the island from CWS, due to the 
timing of the applications, federal permits to possess firearms were not obtained.   

The field crew arrived on the island on May 12.  The birds arrived and began 
nesting no later than usual this year.  The peak for puffin egg laying was May 18 
(calculated by nest checks and back dating from hatching dates).  Puffin nest initiation 
appears to be getting progressively later each year since 1995.  The peak for Razorbill 
egg laying was May 23.  The first tern nest was found on May 29, peak Arctic Tern egg 
laying was June 8 and peak Common Tern laying was June 13.  Average productivity for 
Arctic Terns was marginally better (mean = 0.58 fledglings per nest) than for Common 
Terns (mean = 0.50 fledglings per nest).  Average productivity for Puffins (mean = 0.71 
fledglings per nest) was higher than we observed in 2000.  Razorbill productivity has 
been close to an average of 0.6 fledglings per nest for the last three seasons.  See Table 
5 for a summary of tern and alcid productivity.  In 2001 we did not see evidence of 
starvation that was widespread among the Arctic Terns and Puffins last year.  There was 
more Sandlance observed in the diets of all four species than in any other year.  
Although herring is generally considered to be the highest quality prey item for the chicks 
it appeared to be in short supply this year.  In spite of this, the chicks seemed to be able 
to survive.  See Table 9 and Figure 8 for illustrations of observed tern and alcid prey 
items. 

During the 2001 field season we captured and banded 294 adult seabirds and we 
recaptured 82 adult seabirds that had been previously banded.  We banded a total of 462 
tern chicks, 198 Puffin chicks and 182 Razorbill chicks.  We banded fewer tern chicks 
this year than in years past, but this was primarily due to the coinciding of bad weather 
and the timing of the island-wide search for tern chicks large enough to identify species.  
Fewer Puffin chicks were banded primarily due to the later fledging of Puffin chicks.  
However, this year we banded the most Razorbill chicks that have ever been banded on 
MSI and this will contribute to future studies of Razorbills in the region.  In recent years 
we have increased our efforts to re-sight banded birds.  We re-sighted 103 adult Arctic 
Terns, 80 of these were carrying field readable bands, 2 had black and white striped 
colour bands, one had a pink-and-white striped colour band and the rest only had 
standard BBL bands.  We re-sighted 11 adult Common Terns, 6 of which were also 
carrying orange colour bands that had been put on Common Terns captured on the 
wintering grounds in Argentina in 2001.  A total of 56 Razorbills were re-sighted.  We 
have revised out protocol for re-sighting Puffins to ensure regular spacing of resighting 
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stints through the season.  In 2001 we re-sighted (read) 499 Puffin bands from 456 
individuals. 

Although there were observers from CWS stationed on the island this year there 
was no warden/caretaker as in years past.  The CWS observers did not take on some of 
the duties that the warden/caretaker has done in past years.   Although it was not 
requested by CWS, the ACWERN crew took on two of these duties including 1) counts of 
alcids from the tower and 2) the scaring of Herring and Great Black-backed Gulls off the 
island.  The tower count protocol was reduced to a single count at 7 am and crew-
members rotated throughout the season to complete this task each day.  Noisemakers 
were used fairly regularly throughout the season to scare Herring and Great Black-
backed Gulls off the island.  Four herring gull nests with 1 egg in each were destroyed in 
the end of May/ beginning of June.  One of these nests may have been a re-nesting 
attempt; however, after the fourth nest was destroyed, the gulls seemed to be 
discouraged enough not to attempt any further re-nesting.  We did have some cases of 
Herring and Great Black-backed Gulls eating tern eggs and chicks; however, there were 
not as many losses this year as last. 
 One Roseate Tern nest was located and a single chick hatched.  Unfortunately, 
the chick eluded capture or sighting after the first day of life.  However, given the 
territorial behaviour of a pair of Roseate Tern adults late into July we believe that the 
chick probably fledged.  A pair of Laughing Gulls was suspected of nesting in the high 
grass on the northwestern side of the island, but no nest was identified during the field 
season.  Lighthouse keeper, Ralph Eldridge, reported seeing 2 Laughing Gull fledglings 
in late August. 
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Summary of 2000 Field Season (Kate Devlin) 
The crew arrived on 11 May 2000, by boat from Cutler ME with Captain Patterson. A 
Gyrfalcon and two Ravens made frequent visits to the island in May and early June. At 
least 3 Arctic Terns, 2 Common Terns and one Puffin were taken by the Gyrfalcon. 
Numerous Puffin and Razorbill eggs were found broken, which could have been the work 
of either Ravens or large gulls. Two Turkey Vultures also visited the island in June. 
During the last week of May and first week o0f June we saw a steady stream of migrating 
warblers as well as a Blue-Gray Gnatcatcher and an Indigo Bunting. 
 The weather this year was average compared with other years, with 23 days of 
fog between 11 May and 31 July. We measured the warmest sea-surface temperature 
for the month of July so far, and suspect it is increasing slowly over the years. 
 Puffins were already nesting when the crew arrived, but peak laying was 16 May, 
later than previous years. Peak laying of Razorbills was 18 May, earlier than previous 
years. Terns arrived in the 3rd week of May, and peak laying was 7 June for Arctic Terns 
and 11 June for Common Terns (similar to previous years).   
 The ACWERN crew, four CWS staff and two lighthouse keepers conducted an 
island-wide tern census on 13-14 June (Boyne et al. 2000). We used the grid square 
system as well as the vegetation zones used in previous years to identify nesting areas. 
We counted 2387 nests as well as an additional 302 scrapes without eggs, 41 
depredated eggs and 202 broken eggs that were not associated with nests. Only nests 
with eggs were included in the official census. The Lincoln Index was 10.3% giving a 
corrected total of 2662 tern nests. This is lower than other years and may have been due 
to loss of eggs to Herring and Great Black-backed Gulls in the week preceding the 
census. A second partial count on 6 July revealed 187 nests (L.I. 12.3%) where only 22 
had been counted during the census.  
 The species ratio was estimated by identifying adults at 1352 nests, at which 31% 
were Common Terns and 69% Arctic Terns. During the calculation of the species ratio 
we covered the entire island and examined nests in all grid squares. Common Terns 
have been increasing gradually, and the Arctic Terns decreasing, over the last six years.  
 Control of Herring and Great Black-backed Gulls was limited this year because the 
CWS warden was not issued a gun. Consequently there was more impact of large gulls 
than in years past. On 8 June a few Herring and Great Black-backed Gulls destroyed 
many tern nests at the northern end of the island, despite attempts to scare them off. 
Gulls continued to patrol the island throughout the season. The warden destroyed one 
Herring Gull nest with two eggs at the north end on 5 July, and used noisemakers to 
scare off gulls during the season. Two Herring Gulls were caught by hand and killed; one 
had a broken wing, the other was emaciated and walking through the centre of the tern 
colony. Remains of two tern chicks were found inside one of the gulls. 
 Capture and banding of adult seabirds resulted in 214 adult Arctic Terns, 4 adult 
Common Terns and 78 adult Puffins being captured; and 361 Arctic Tern chicks, 189 
Common Tern chicks and 257 Puffin fledglings. Dedreic Grecian began his Master’s 
research on Razorbills, and caught and banded more adults (122) and chicks (105) than 
have ever been banded on MSI. 

Breeding success of terns and Puffins was lower than in previous years, and 
Puffin chicks fledged 40g lighter, and fledged later, on average than in previous years; 
Razorbills however had average breeding success and condition. Causes of low 
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productivity in terns and Puffins were probably both increased predation by gulls, and 
less herring and more euphausiid shrimp in chick diet of both terns and Puffins (36% and 
15% respectively). Razorbills fed their chicks a higher proportion of herring. A number of 
tern and Puffin chicks were found dead near nests, and had apparently starved. Size and 
weight of tern and Puffin chicks were lower this year than in the past.  
 On 24 June we found a single Laughing Gull nest with two eggs, near the south 
end of the island in thick vegetation. The chicks had hatched by 19 July; one chick was 
found dead in August but the other is believed to have fledged. This marks the northern- 
(and eastern-)most breeding record of Laughing Gulls as well as the first pair breeding in 
Canada since 1981 (also on MSI – Erskine 1992, Atlas of Breeding Birds of the Maritime 
Provinces). 
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Summary of 1999 Field Season (Kate Devlin) 
 The crew of Kate Devlin and Laurel Bernard arrived on 10 May and left on 15 
August. No tern census was carried out, but Kate Devlin began her Ph.D. study 
examining the movement of Arctic Terns between colonies to determine how much 
exchange there is between different islands.  This will aid in the interpretation of yearly 
fluctuations in nesting numbers not only on MSI but also on other colonies. 
    Comparing the results of the two methods of species ratio counts in 1999, reveals 
that the sampling method used by J. Hudson obtained results almost exactly the same as 
the method that counted the number of each species of tern nesting in each grid square.  
Thus, using a sampling of points around the island is an effective way of determining 
species ratio. 

 

Puffin Burrow Density Survey 
 

Overall the burrow density averaged 0.5 burrows per square metre; the total area 
of puffin-burrow habitat was estimated at about 19,800 m2 which gives an overall 
estimate of 9,900 burrows on the island.  
 We could not estimate occupancy rate directly, as Rodway et al. (1996) did, 
because of the tern colony which covers the entire nesting area of puffins. However an 
indication is given by the proportion of the burrows marked in 1998 in study plots, which 
were occupied in 1999, i.e. 63/82 = 77%. Applying this to the total above suggests a 
population of 7,600 occupied burrows. We believe this is a considerable overestimate 
and will calibrate it based on the mark-recapture study we also carried out of puffin 
fledglings banded in burrows and recaptured at the light. This analysis is still in progress 
but suggests a figure closer to 2,000 pairs. The discrepancy probably arises from two 
causes: (i) our burrow count was carried out (necessarily, because of the terns) so early 
in the season that we include burrows that may not have been occupied for several 
years, and (ii) significant variation in density in different parts of the island.       
 
Common Eider Census 
 
 In 1998, a total of 121 Common Eider nests were counted during the tern census.  
Eider nests were not counted in 1999.  According to Newell and Mackinnon (1998) the 
population of Common Eiders nesting on MSI has essentially tripled since 1996.  There 
is the opportunity to acquire some baseline information on the nesting eiders. 

 
 
 
 

Capture of Seabirds 
 
Terns 

For the long-term demographic study of the terns and alcids nesting on MSI at 
least 200 adult birds need to be captured, banded and resighted.  The number of  adult 
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Common Terns that have been captured and banded is still under 200 after the 1999 
season although there were more captured this year than any other year.  A primary 
focus in the 1999 season was to capture as many adult Arctic Terns as possible for the 
metapopulation/movement study, thus 253 were captured in this year alone.  Of the 253 
breeding Arctic Terns captured on nests, 28 were already banded; of these, 8 had been 
banded on other islands (Petit Manan, Matinicus Rock and Matinicus Seal).  Field-
readable bands were placed on all Arctic Terns banded in 1999 as this will aid the re-
sighting and identification of marked birds.  In the future more emphasis on Common 
Terns will be needed to reach the projected goal of 200 marked breeding adults in the 
population.  

There were 562 tern chicks banded in 1999, 61% of which were Arctic Terns, and 
39% were Common Terns.  The ratio of Common Terns is somewhat higher than that 
found in the species ratio count.  This could be due to the fact that the Arctic Terns 
nested a week earlier than the Common Terns so more of the Arctic chicks were flying at 
the time of the mass chick banding (July 12-15) and thus were missed, and to the 
substantially greater productivity of Common Terns in 1999. 

 
 
Alcids 

Since 1995, 325 adult Puffins have been banded.  Due to the trapping method 
used from 1995 to 1997 more non-breeding birds than breeding birds may have been 
captured in those years.  The data collected when banding (e.g. presence/absence of a 
brood patch) need to be closely examined to determine the extent of non-breeding birds 
captured.  In 1998 a new study plot (Northwest Notch) was established for the capturing 
of adult puffins in nests checked also for productivity.  The majority of the adult puffins 
banded in 1999 were breeding birds captured in burrows. 

ACWERN plans on developing a more effective capture method for Razorbills in 
the future because the current methods of capturing Razorbills (including the use of the 
drop boxes and capturing by hand) has resulted in the capture of very few adult 
Razorbills.  In addition to the capturing of more adult birds more effort will be made to re-
sight marked individuals.  

 

Productivity and Growth 
 

Terns 
 The timing of peak laying for Common and Arctic Terns on MSI is generally 6-15 
June, although the Arctic Terns’ peak was May 31 this year.  Peak laying of Arctic Terns 
tends to fall a few days to a week before the peak laying time for Common Terns.  Peak 
hatching of terns is generally between the last few days of June and the first week of 
July.   
 The terns on MSI on average fledge between 0.6-1.0 chicks per nest for both 
species.  The productivity in 1999 was average for Arctic Terns but higher than average 
for Common Terns with a five-year high of 1.2 fledglings per nest.  The 1996 season 
stands out as a year with very poor fledging success.  This appears to have been related 
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to weather (Amey 1998).  Many other tern colonies to the south in the Gulf of Maine also 
reported very poor fledging success in 1996 (Hokama et al. 1996).  The growth rates of 
Common and Arctic Terns during the 1996 season, as well as the 1998 season, also 
appear to be lower than for other years.  We are currently building a data base of 
measurements from known-aged chicks to improve our ability to discriminate between 
Common and Arctic Tern chicks when encountered outside of the established study 
plots. 
 
Alcids 

Timing of egg laying for Puffins on MSI generally falls at the end April to mid-May.  
The first puffin chicks are usually found during the first two weeks of June.  The laying 
time for Razorbills appears to be spread over a longer time period and generally falls 
between the second week of May and the first week of June.  In the nests that are 
observed for productivity there is generally around 80% hatching success, and fledging 
success for puffins has ranged from 60-80%.  Fledging success for Razorbills has been 
more variable, ranging from 40-70%.  The Razorbill chicks are on the island for only 
approximately 2 weeks, and since we limit the number of times that we visit the burrows, 
we may underestimate the number of chicks that actually fledge (especially in 1998).  In 
1997 we began compiling measurements of known-aged chicks so that we will be better 
able to predict when a given chick will fledge.  Future effort is needed to measure more 
known-aged chicks.  The measurement of wing chord appears to give the clearest 
indication of age of the chicks.  Linear regression equations for age based on wing chord 
for the linear period of growth are given. 

 
Diet Study 
 

Over 580 person-hours have been spent observing tern feedings and 387 hours 
have been spent observing alcid feedings since 1995.  Between 1995 and 1997 the 
major prey item fed to both Common and Arctic Tern chicks was herring.  In 1998 and 
1999, although herring was still the major prey item fed to tern chicks, there was also an 
increase in the number of hake or rockling that was brought in.  The Common Terns also 
brought in a much higher percentage of pollack in 1999 than in previous years; it was the 
second most common food item after herring.  This may account for the high breeding 
success in Common Terns this year, as the pollack were larger than the herring.  Arctic 
Terns brought in very few pollack and were not as successful as the Common Terns.  
The pollack appeared in the diet later in the season, and the Common Terns nested a 
week later than the Arctic Terns. 

 It should be noted that the food items reported are those that were actually 
swallowed by the chicks.  In 1999, in the case of the Arctic Terns, the hard-to-swallow 
butterfish composed only 5% of the diet, but they made up 10% of the items presented to 
the chicks. 

Herring composed the majority of the Puffins’ and Razorbills’ diet in 1999.  The 
Puffins appear to have shifted away from herring and more towards hake and sandlance 
in 1997, and almost entirely away from herring to hake in 1998.  There may have been 
some underestimating of the amount of sandlance brought in by Puffins in 1998, 
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however, examination of the photographs taken of puffins carrying fish confirms an 
abundance of hake/rockling in the prey items.  

In most years the terns brought in prey items between 3.5 and 7 cm in length.  
Young tern chicks tend to have difficulty swallowing any items that are much larger than 
this, although as the young approach fledging age, larger prey items can be swallowed.  
The size of prey items brought in by alcids is also linked to what the chicks are capable 
of swallowing.  Puffins tend to bring in prey items 5 to 10 cm in length and Razorbills 
bring in prey items 3.5 to 10 cm in length.  In 1999, Razorbills brought in a much higher 
percentage of extra large-items (>7 cm) than in previous years. 

 

Leach’s Storm-Petrels 
 

 Seventy-five petrels were banded in 1998 (25 of which were double banded) and 
122 were banded in 1999, the majority of which were chicks.  Occupied petrel burrows 
were found around the perimeter of the eastern, northern and western parts of the island, 
where most of the burrows were associated with large boulders, as well as just inland of 
puffin burrows.  Petrels used areas with tall weeds, as long as there were underground 
rocks to protect the burrow.  Several burrows were found closely associated with, or 
within, puffin burrows.  A pile of decaying boards was also used.  It is estimated that 
there are at least 150 breeding pairs of petrels on the island. 
 
Environmental Conditions 
 
 The 1999 field season was the driest season in the last 5 years, with just over 100 
mm of rain between mid-May and the end of July. There was relatively little fog in 1999, 
despite one stretch of 11 days of fog in late July.  Although day-to-day variations in air 
temperature and sea-surface temperature may affect the behaviour of the seabirds 
nesting on MSI on a daily basis, there has been little difference in monthly trends 
between years.  

Tourist Questionnaire 
 
 A questionnaire was distributed to most tourists visiting the island, in order to 
assess some basic characteristics and attitudes of this important part of the Sanctuary's 
activities. There were 181 surveys completed over June and July, 1999, of which 88% of 
respondents were from the United States and the rest from Canada.  The majority of 
respondents had gone to university (81%) and the largest occupation group (27%) 
indicated that they were retired.  Forty-six percent of respondents were older than 55.   
 Over half (53%) indicated that they were regular members of a conservation or 
bird organization.  The survey showed that most people are in favour of research and 
banding, although banding was not as highly supported as research. 

Additional Observations 
In 1999 we observed courtship behaviour of the Common (Thin-Billed) Murre, 

however no nests were discovered.  In 1999 no tree swallows nested on the island, 
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although individuals were observed on the island in May.  Two Laughing Gulls were 
consistently observed on the island from late May to mid-July, with as many a six at one 
time.  The pair were observed landing in the Calamagrostis sp. (blue-joint grass) patch at 
the north end of the island but a search revealed no nest.  Many of the warblers noted on 
the list passed through during migration in May.  Several raptors did visit the island, 
mainly in May, and we witnessed a peregrine carrying off a puffin. 

Two patches of Beach Head Iris (Iris setosa) were discovered on the island by 
Kate Devlin and the identification was confirmed by Hal Hinds who described it as an 
unusual find.  The patches are located in the central portion of the island, one of which is 
beside the Windpole plot. 
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Summary of 1998 Field Season (Julie Paquet) 
The crew consisted of Julie Paquet (M.Sc student), Kate Devlin and Sue Tattersall 
(assistants); CWS Observer Jason Hudson was on the island in June & July and assisted 
ably. 
 
Tern Census 

In 1998 the biannual tern census was conducted from 13-14 June.  During the 
survey 2991 nests were counted.  The Lincoln index indicated an error of 9.4%, which 
would bring the number of nests to 3272 (Newell and Mackinnon 1998).  This number 
shows an increase over the 1994 and 1996 counts.  The increase may reflect a true 
increase in nesting population or may reflect the movement of terns from other islands.  
Early in the 1998 season a Peregrine Falcon on Petit Manan Island (the nearest tern 
colony in the Gulf of Maine) may have forced some terns to leave and nest elsewhere.  
The currently proposed ACWERN study examining the movement of Arctic Terns 
between colonies will help determine how much exchange there is between different 
islands.  This will aid in the interpretation of yearly fluctuations in nesting numbers not 
only on MSI but also on other colonies. 
   Based on Jason Hudson’s observations of terns in 14 areas of the island, the 
species ratio of terns nesting on the island was determined to be 70% Arctic Terns and 
30% Common Terns.  Prior to 1996 fewer sites were observed in determining the 
species ratio, and we believe that the actual proportion of Common Terns nesting on MSI 
was underestimated by a factor of about 2.  We believe that the actual proportion of 
Common Terns nesting on MSI has been consistently between 26% and 30% since 1996 
(see also Diamond in Koch 1998). 
 
Common Eider Census 
 A total of 121 Common Eider nests were counted during the tern census.  
According to Newell and Mackinnon (1998) the population of Common Eiders nesting on 
MSI has essentially tripled since 1996.  There is the opportunity to acquire some baseline 
information on the nesting eiders. 
 
Capture of Seabirds 
Terns: 

For the long-term demographic study of the terns and alcids nesting on MSI a 
minimum of 200 adult birds need to be captured, banded and resighted.  Very few adult 
Common Terns have been captured and banded each year (Table 4).  However, there 
has been a primary focus on the capturing of adult Arctic Terns.  We anticipate reaching 
the goal of 200 banded and breeding Arctic Terns in 1999.  Additionally, the use of field-
readable bands on Arctic Terns as proposed in a current study will aid the re-sighting and 
identification of marked birds.  In the future more emphasis on Common Terns will be 
needed to reach the projected goal of 200 marked breeding adults in the population.  

Of the 318 tern chicks that Dr. Diamond and Nikki Benjamin banded in mid-July 
1998, 77% were Arctic Terns and 23% were Common Terns (an additional 38 chicks 
were counted as too small to band).  If we assume that each chick indicates a single nest 
(based on survival data - see discussion of productivity) these results are close to the 
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estimates of adult terns nesting on the island recorded by Jason Hudson (although they 
may slightly under-estimate the percentage of Common Terns). 

 
Alcids: 

 Although we have banded approximately 250 adult Puffins since 1995, due to our 
trapping method we may have captured more non-breeding birds than breeding birds.  
The data collected when banding (e.g. presence/absence of a brood patch) need to be 
closely examined to determine the extent of non-breeding birds captured.  In 1998 a new 
study plot (Northwest Notch) was established for the capturing of adult puffins in nests 
checked also for productivity.  ACWERN plans on developing a more effective capture 
method for Razorbills in the future because the current methods of capturing Razorbills 
(including the use of the drop boxes and capturing by hand) has resulted in the capture 
of very few adult Razorbills.  In addition to the capturing of more adult birds more effort 
will be made to re-sight marked individuals.  

 
Productivity and Growth 
Terns: 
 The timing of peak laying for Common and Arctic Terns on MSI is generally 
between the 6-15 June.  Peak laying for the Arctic Terns tends to fall a few days to a 
week before the peak laying time for Common Terns.  Peak hatching for the terns is 
generally between the last few days of June and the first week of July.  The terns on MSI 
on average fledge between 0.6-1.0 chicks per nest for both species.  The 1996 season 
stands out as a year with very poor fledging success.  This appears to have been related 
to weather (Amey 1998).  Many other tern colonies to the south in the Gulf of Maine also 
reported very poor fledging success in 1996 (Hokama et al. 1996).  The growth rates of 
Common and Arctic Terns during the 1996 season also appear to be lower than for other 
years.  We are currently building a data base of measurements from known aged chicks 
to improve our ability to discriminate between Common and Arctic Tern chicks when 
encountered outside of the established study plots. 
 
Alcids: 

Timing of egg laying for Puffins on MSI generally falls at the end April to early 
May.  Although in 1998 the peak laying for Puffins was calculated to be between 14-21 
May.  The first puffin chicks are usually found during the first two weeks of June.  The 
laying time for Razorbills appears to be spread over a much longer time period and 
generally falls between the second week of May and the first week of June.  In the nests 
that are observed for productivity there is generally 80% hatching success for alcids, 
fledging success for puffins has ranged from 60-80%.  Fledging success for Razorbills 
has been more variable, ranging from 40-70%.  The Razorbill chicks are only on the 
island for approximately 2 weeks, and since we limit the number of times that we visit the 
burrows, we may underestimate the number of chicks that actually fledge.  In 1997 we 
began compiling measurements of known aged chicks so that we will be better able to 
predict when a given chick will fledge.  Although the ages of the chicks in 1998 were 
extrapolated from the measurements taken in 1997, future effort is needed to measure 
known aged chicks.   
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Diet Study 
Over 450 hours have been spent observing tern feedings and 550 hours have 

been spent observing alcid feedings since 1995.  Between 1995 and 1997 the major prey 
item fed to both Common and Arctic Tern chicks was herring.  In 1998, although herring 
was still the major prey item fed to tern chicks, there was also an increase in the number 
of hake or rockling that was brought in.  This shift is also observable in the prey items 
brought in by Puffins.  The Puffins appear to have shifted almost entirely from herring to 
hake in 1998.  There may have been some underestimating of the amount of sandlance 
brought in by Puffins in 1998, however, a preliminary examination of the photographs 
taken of puffins carrying fish indicate an abundance of hake/rockling in the prey items.  
There did not appear to be a major shift in the type of prey items brought in by Razorbills 
in 1998, however, there was more hake observed than in previous years.  In all years the 
terns brought in prey items that were between 3 and 6 cm in length.  Young tern chicks 
tend to have difficulty swallowing any items that are much larger than this, although as 
the young approach fledging age, larger prey items can be swallowed.  The size of prey 
items brought in by alcids is also linked to what the chicks are capable of swallowing.  
Puffins tend to bring in prey items that are 3-9 cm in length and Razorbills bring in prey 
items 5-10 cm in length.  

 

Leach’s Storm Petrels 
 Dorothy McFarlane began a painstaking search of the island for nesting storm-
petrels. The preliminary results of the survey yielded at least 100 pairs nesting in the 
north and northeastern parts of the island.  A total of 66 chicks and 9 adult petrels were 
banded.  See separate report that shows the areas of the island searched. 

 
Environmental Conditions 
 The 1998 field season was the foggiest and had the most precipitation since 1995.  
The timing of the storms influenced the number of adult individuals we were able to trap, 
but the timing was such that the storms did not seem to have a heavy impact on the 
fledging success of the terns or the alcids.  However, a closer analysis of the interactions 
between weather and breeding success will be needed for this year, such as Amey 
(1998) conducted for 1995 and 1996.  Although day-to-day variations in air temperature 
and sea-surface temperature may affect the behaviour of the seabirds nesting on MSI on 
a daily basis, there has been little difference in monthly trends between years.  
 

Additional Observations 
Courtship behaviour of Common Murres was observed. but no eggs were 

discovered.  In 1998 no tree swallows nested on the island, although a flock was seen in 
May.  Also in June 1998, a Canada Goose was on the island for over a week and may 
have been the cause of some localised disturbances to the terns.  Judging from the 
tattered appearance of the goose it was the recipient of repeated aggressive attacks by 
the terns.  Many warblers passed through during migration in May.  Several raptors did 
visit the island and attempts to take terns and puffins were observed (both successful 
and unsuccessful).  However, none of the raptors stayed for longer than a few hours at a 
time.   
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NOTE: 
Formal annual reports were not prepared before 1998; the 
following summaries are from daily logs kept from 1996 on. 
All data gathered in those years, though, are included in the 
data tables and graphs. 
 
Summary of 1997 season  
The crew of Krista Amey and Julie Paquet arrived on 8 May, 
assisted for set-up by Vince Barter. Laura McFarlane assisted 
in late July. CWS observer Jason Hudson assisted as 
opportunity offered in June and July. Last logbook entry is 5 
August.  
 
Summary of 1996 season  
The crew arrived on 25 April: Krista Amey (M.Sc student), 
Adam Webber and Kim Lambe (assistants), with periodic 
assistance from Nikki Benjamin and Matthew McFarlane. 
CWS observer Jason Hudson also assisted. Season ended 
with departure on 22 August. 
 
 

 
       Figure 16. (left to right) Bridget Morrison (honours student), Krista Amey (M.Sc student), Jason Hudson (CWS Observer), Nikki              
Benjamin (technician) in 1995. 

Figure 15. Julie Paquet. 


